The state-of-the-art robots from TOMY.

Omnibot 2000: Everything you've heard is true. High technology electronics makes Omnibot 2000 our most versatile and advanced robot. It is designed to do anything you want it to. It even has a motorized tray and a high-tech voice-activated control system that can be programmed to carry out any command you give it. A motorized head and flashing headlight eyes give the 2000 Omnibot true charisma. Its fully articulated right arm and grabbing hand can lift an object off a table, carry it, and set it down. Add his motorized tray and this high-tech servant can pick up and serve drinks. He has two speeds and can move in any direction over any surface, including refrigerator doors.

Omnibot: This talentied fellow can be operated by remote control or pre-programmed using his 7-day, 24-hour timer/tape memory. He can perform wake-up calls with his built-in alarm clock or through his on-board tape unit. He moves in any direction and can carry objects on his detachable tray or hold them in his grabbing hand. He plays any standard cassette tape and carries with a rechargeable battery and recharging unit. Soon to be man's best friend.

Chatbot: Chatbot can record and deliver a 30-second combination of messages to one or several destinations. A wireless remote moves him forward, activates the message, turns him around, and brings him back with a return message.

Verbot: This child charmer responds to the voice entered into his memory via a wireless remote. Verbot can be instructed to lift and carry objects and move in any direction—8 functions in all.

Hoodbot: This endearing creature is happy to sit on his perch (included) with eyes flashing and wings flapping. Set him down and he waddles away.

Spudbot: Truly the pet of the future, this furry wonder bumps into objects and runs away, yaps and raises his tail.

Dingbat: Forever lost, this guy bumps into objects and changes direction, shopping to check his nose and squawk in confusion. Wouldn't you?
They're even programmed to sell.

Network and spot TV, National magazines like Playboy and Sports Illustrated. Major newspapers across the country. All running the kind of advertising that will make these robots the most wanted tech toys around.

Our promotion program features a well-publicized 800-number so we can direct customers right to your door. An in-store display stand and demonstration tape good for a few laughs and a lot of sales. And stunning store posters and ad stixles.

In 1984, Omnibot nearly sold itself. This year we're leaning nothing to chance. Tomy is the only toy company with a complete line of state-of-the-art robots, and we're letting everyone know.

Call us and see what we can do for the state of your profits.

TOMY

We don't make 'em like they used to.